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C O N T R I B U T O R S

friends & family

Q&A

 WHAT 
DOES  
HOME 
MEAN  

  TO YOU?

“A home creates a feeling of safety and 
security. It is a place of refuge from the 
outside world where you feel welcomed, 
comforted, and energized. A house is 
four walls and a roof, but a home ema-
nates warmth and love based on the 
experiences and things within.” 

—Kelly Finley, Interior Designer

“Home is family. Home is friends.  
I absolutely love to nest, and my  
home is a visual expression of every-
thing I love in life.” 

—Rich Pedine, Publicist

“Being an expat means my idea of home 
is somewhat complicated. L.A. is the 
home I chose, but I still think of the U.K. 
as home, too. What connects the two 
is a sense of belonging, familiarity and 
comfort—and of course being around 
loved ones.”

—Amy Bartlam, Photographer

“Home can mean a lot of things, but 
for me it means sanctuary and being 
grounded in a space that can help can-
cel out the noise of the world.  
It’s comforting and the soul of who  
I am at that moment.”

—Linda Hayslett, Interior Designer

“I’ve found a new appreciation for what 
home means to me recently, as I’ve 
been spending the majority of my time 
there. To me, home means comfort, 
physically and mentally. Being home so 
much has given me an appreciation for 
my community, which I miss, and has al-
lowed me to slow down and appreciate 
my immediate surroundings.” 

—Christopher Dibble, Photographer



Animal Kingdom
California designer Linda Hayslett turned a storage space under the stairs

into a clever and cozy spot for Remington, her client’s cute corgi. Inspired by the 
pup, we found essentials your pet will love—and you will love to look at.

P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  L A U R E N  P R E S S E Y
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Skout’s Honor Grooming 
Essentials Kit
skoutshonor.com

$34

The Foggy Dog Mask
and Bandana Set

thefoggydog.com
$35

Boots & Barkley 
Cat Toys
target.com

$2.99

The Foggy Dog Leash
thefoggydog.com

$59

Tuft + Paw Stellar 
Cat Bed

tuftandpaw.com
$249

The Foggy Dog Leash
The Foggy Dog Mask

and Bandana Set
thefoggydog.com

The Foggy Dog Mask Tuft + Paw Stellar The Foggy Dog Mask

Boots & Barkley 

pup, we found essentials your pet will love—and you will love to look at.

Maxbone City 
Carrier Bag
maxbone.com

$290

Maxbone City 

Joules Dog Raincoat
countryattire.us

$16 - $35

Animal Kingdom
California designer Linda Hayslett turned a storage space under the stairs

into a clever and cozy spot for Remington, her client’s cute corgi. Inspired by the 
pup, we found essentials your pet will love—and you will love to look at.

P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  L A U R E N  P R E S S E Y

Wild One Stainless 
Steel Dog Bowl

wildone.com
$25

Wild One Stainless 

Fable Crate
fablepets.com

$395

One-part stylish side table, 
one-part cozy dog den.

M A R K E T

get the look
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